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The country should not be in a perma-slump  
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When the educational world rankings were published this week, politicians couldn’t apply 

even a thin layer of sugar-coating to Wales’s results. Instead, on hearing that it has the worst 

standards of maths, science and reading in the United Kingdom, they dipped their brushes in 

tar-black paint.  

For Michael Gove it was proof of “a country going backwards”. For Wales’s own Education 

Minister, it was a moment for everyone to “take a good look into the mirror”. This sort of 

unspun language is rarely heard outside of a national tragedy.  

Perhaps that is perfectly apt. Wales has a lot to recommend it, from its scenery to a new 

nuclear reactor on Anglesey, announced this week. But there are places like Blaenau 

Ffestiniog, a town that, thanks to deindustrialisation, is surrounded by piles of unwanted 

slate. Unemployment is high, as, historically, is the suicide rate. That it is also one of the 

rainiest places in Britain is like a terrible punch-line.  

Other parts of Wales have their own grim statistics. In the local authority of Merthyr Tydfil a 

fifth of the population claims out-of-work benefits. On some estates that tops a third. And this 

is only 20 crow-miles from Cardiff. In some fantasy Wales, Merthyr could be a sunlit 

commuter town. Instead it’s in a perma-slump. No wonder the country is growing more 

slowly than the rest of the UK and is forecast to lag behind until at least 2020.  

Economic growth is already helping Wales — but what else is there? Michael Gove’s English 

school reforms have been resisted by the devolved Welsh government. Iain Duncan Smith’s 

benefit reforms should get people back into work, but may pay off too late for some of these 

shattered communities. As for public spending, it’s already 110 per cent of the UK average, 

with too little to show for it. It’s probably time to extend the thinking behind the seven Welsh 

“enterprise zones” and offer better tax incentives for incoming businesses.  

But politicians might simply spend as much time discussing Wales as they do Scotland and 

the North of England. Dylan Thomas advised us to rage against the dying of the light. Not 

even a new reactor will save Welsh lights from dying — there ought to be more rage about 

that.  

Peter Hoskin is a political blogger  
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For ten years we talked of being The Learning Country and 'world-classness'. We are third 

division now. We fiddled with curriculum and forgot learning. Davidson and Morgan 



stripped out our resources for Health and Objective One, stirred up anglophobia, ignored 

great international research for parochial advantage, misdirected the language policy, 

presided over an inspectorate that was a nothing more than a savaging dead sheep and then 

handed over the whole toxic legacy to Andrews. He dithered for more than a year before 

correctly shifting the focus back onto teaching. But he had no stomach for the real fight (that 

is with his own monopolistic, identity-addicted party) and took flight ‘to spend more time 

with his constituency’. 

We are now The Slow Learning Country. We are a one-party state. We dwell in a fantasy 

land of red-water socialism completely out of step with the plural, global countries that are 

racing ahead of us. The most shameful aspect of our national decline is the popular inertia 

condoning the loss of economic advantage and educational opportunity. Elsewhere the people 

would be outraged by the PISA evidence against a government in its fourth consecutive 

administration.  

The light is dying but the rage is now a faint echo of fallen pride and national dignity. 

Martin Harries  

The Welsh will generally vote Labour no matter how dire the effect of their policies.  

What I've not seen yet is an analysis as to WHY the Scots performed so much better? Do they 

spend more money per student-head? Do they have a lower teacher to pupil ratio? Are the 

Scottish teaching methods different? Have Scottish teachers got greater expectations and that 

is instilled into the students? Are the Scots simply generally smarter given their DNA? 

If Scottish teachers with Scottish methods with Scottish attitudes taught Welsh students 

would standards rise in Wales?  Or has there got to be a shift in attitude amongst Welsh 

students and parents, where education is given a much higher value and appreciation?  

 

gareth davies  

No this is due to the dismal effects of the socialist policies of the Assembly - a kind of Kiev-

on-Taff. As any fule no, when the only way out of the pit was by education or boxing (hence 

the libraries built for workers throughout the Valleys) most took the former option and 

buggered off to London, the Vale of Glamorgan and the former dominions.  

 

Andrew Bradley  

@Martin Harries The Scots, do not as far as I know have the language problem that the 

Welsh have. I have been told (so it is only hearsay) that the ability to teach in Welsh trumps 

teaching ability and so the Welsh schools do not always appoint the best teachers which may 

well be part of the problem. For English children who for whatever reason move into Wales, 

being taught, in many but not all schools, in Welsh must be a hinderance to learning as they 

have to battle with the language first and then the subject. The Welsh are rightly proud of 

their language but I feel it may be part of the education problem. 

Roger Burns 



I live in Pembrokeshire and I think things will get worse before they get better. I am sad that our 

children will be uncompetitive for jobs outside of Wales. The competition will probably have two 

international languages, and/or A levels rather than Welsh IBC. This will lead to more and more 

parochialism. Welsh graduates have a net export of 20% to England. Recruiting professionals in 

health/medicine is difficult (bar Cardiff), and doctors wish good education for their kids... and the 

WAG has not thought to address this. Wales gets the government it deserves. What club would 

change the rules for ever on a turnout of 20% with 11% for and 9% against? 


